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Chiltern and South Bucks Local Plan Examination 

Hearing Statement on behalf of Jordans Village Ltd and Robert Hall 

Matter 4, Issue 3, Question 3: removal of Jordans from the Green Belt 
 

1. Introduction 
In July 2019 we jointly produced comments1 on the proposal to remove Jordans from the 
Green Belt in the draft Local Plan under Policy SP PP12. We concluded that this proposal is 
unsound because: 
 

• It does not comply with national policy: 
o the required consultation with the local community has not been carried out 
o it conflicts with the recently approved Neighbourhood Plan for Chalfont St 

Giles, which has been ignored 
o the exceptional circumstances required to justify the alteration of Green Belt 

boundaries have not been demonstrated 
o other policy options for achieving the desired outcome in Jordans have not 

been examined 

• This proposal is not justified because it is based on an inaccurate assessment of the 
character of the village and its openness, and because the boundaries proposed for 
the Green Belt around Jordans do not meet the standards set by the government and 
Chiltern and South Bucks District Council (the Council).  

  
As a result we recommended that Jordans should be removed from the list of villages under 
Policy SP PP1 of the draft Local Plan, and added to the list of villages under Policy DM PP1. 

 

2. The Inspectors’ Matters, Issues and Questions 
The Inspectors raise two matters on Jordans3: 
 

• What is the justification for removing Jordans from the Green Belt?  

• As a result of the proposed alterations to the Green Belt boundary will Jordans and 
Seer Green become a single, connected urban area to the south of the village?  
 

We consider each question in turn.  

 

3. What is the justification for removing Jordans from the Green Belt?  
The Local Plan has not provided a sufficient justification for the removal of Jordans from the 
Green Belt, and the proposal is unsound because it does not meet the tests of being justified 

 
1 See submissions 1211952 and 1212242  
2 Chiltern and South Bucks District Councils. Draft Chiltern and South Bucks Local Plan 2036 – Publication 
Version. June 2019. Page 150. 
3 Planning Inspectorate. Independent Examination of the Chiltern and South Bucks Local Plan . Inspectors’ 
Matters, Issues and Questions. January 2020. Matter 4, Issue 3, Question 3, page 12 
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and being consistent with national policy, as required by the National Planning Policy 
Framework4.    
 

3.1 Not justified 
The Council set three tests for the removal of a village from the Green Belt5:  
 

• Can the settlement be identified as a village? 

• Assessment of openness 

• Can a defensible boundary be defined? 
 
We agree that Jordans is a village. However the assessment of openness is faulty because it 
considers only the centre of the village, not the whole village. As shown and illustrated in our 
earlier comments, most of the village, about 70% as measured by area, is low density housing 
and woodland. It has an open character and is surrounded by pastureland, hedges and small 
woods - features that are repeated in the trees, verges, boundaries and gardens of Jordans 
Village. By assuming that the character of the centre of the village (30% of the area) applies 
to the rest of the village, the Council’s assessment of openness is unsound. 
 
The Council’s proposal also fails the third test. As the analysis in our earlier comments shows, 
over 70% of the proposed boundaries are, on the Council’s own definition6, weak and 
unacceptable in national policy terms7. Whether the Council’s principles for boundary 
definition or its application of them is faulty is not relevant: the conclusion that Jordans 
passed the three tests for removal from the Green Belt is not sound.   

The Council’s response to the Inspectors’ Initial Questions 
We note that in its response to the Inspectors’ Initial Question 198, which concerns the 
process for the removal of villages from the Green Belt, the Council argues that criteria set 
out in paragraph 139 of the National Planning Policy (on Green Belt boundaries) do not apply 
to paragraph 140 (on the inclusion or exclusion of villages from the Green Belt): 

“ There is no cross reference in this paragraph 140 to the need for such a village to have 
permanent defensible Green Belt boundaries"9 (statement 1). 

We suggest that the Council cannot draw this conclusion. That paragraph 140 immediately 
follows paragraph 139 strongly implies that the two must be read together, and that if the 
writers of the National Planning Policy Framework intended otherwise, a specific exclusion 
would have been inserted. This they did not do. Hence the Council’s conclusion that: 

 
4 Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local  Government. National Planning Policy Framework. February 
2019 para 35 
5 Chiltern and South Bucks District Councils. Chiltern and South Bucks Local Plan 2036. Review of settlements 
in the Green Belt. April 2019  
6 Chiltern District Council and South Bucks District Council. Green Belt Assessment, part 2 update. April 2019, 
page 16 
7 Ibid, para 3.18, page 15 
8 Chiltern and South Bucks District Council, Chiltern and South Bucks Local Plan.  Councils’ response to the 
Inspectors’ Initial Questions. 0 December 2019.  Paragraph 19, page 33 
9 Ibid  paragraph 19.7, page 33 
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“… the use of the use of the established villages’ boundaries is aligned to the guidance in the 
NPPF paragraph 140 and that such boundaries by their very nature are readily recognisable 
and likely to be permanent” 10 (statement 2) 

is unjustified and unsound. We note that garden fences and hedges on the edge of villages 
simply mark the end of one land ownership and the beginning of another, and these change 
with the sale and purchase of adjacent land, especially if the owners of houses wish to extend 
their gardens. 

We also believe that the approach outlined by the Council in statement 1 above is at variance 
with the approach it actually used, as described in its Review of Green Belt Settlements, 
published in April 2019. The process described in this document is designed to apply the 
criteria for boundaries set out in paragraph 139 of the NPPF11, and states: 

“If a permanent defensible boundary cannot be drawn around the identified village being 
assessed it will not be considered suitable for removal from the Green Belt.”12 (statement 3). 

We find that these statements result in some confusion over which criteria and processes the 
Council used to assess the proposed Green Belt boundaries. Statement 1 claims that no 
permanent defensible boundaries are needed; statement 2 states that all village boundaries 
are effective Green Belt boundaries; statement 3 accepts that they are not. These 
discrepancies suggest that the Council has not adopted a consistent approach to the 
delineation of Green Belt boundaries around villages, and hence its conclusions on the 
removal of other villages from the Green Belt may also be unsound. 

We also note that if the Council did follow the approach outlined in its response to the 
Inspectors’ Initial Questions, this approach was not described in the publications supporting 
the Green Belt review. Hence the public have not had an opportunity to  be informed about 
or be consulted on this approach. The Inspectors may wish to probe the Council’s response 
to their question further, and establish which approach the Council did take to assessing  the 
boundaries. 

3.2 Not consistent with national policy 
The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) sets a number of requirements that must be 
satisfied before an area of Green Belt can be removed. We consider that the Council has not 
satisfied these requirements in the case of Jordans: 
 

• The NPPF requires “ … early, proportionate and effective engagement…”13  with the 
local community. No consultation took place with the Jordans community, and the 
policies of the recent approved Chalfont St Giles Parish Neighbourhood Plan14 have 
been disregarded. 

 
10 Ibid paragraph 19.9, page 33 
11 Chiltern and South Bucks Council. Review of settlements within the Green Belt. April 2019. Paragraphs 24 - 
27 
12 Ibid paragraph 27 
13 Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local  Government. National Planning Policy Framework. February 
2019, para 16 (c) 
14 CSGPC: Neighbourhood Plan for Chalfont St Giles Parish 2014 – 2036. Pages 34 and 49  
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• The “exceptional circumstances” 15 required to justify the removal of a Green Belt 
designation have not been demonstrated; indeed, the only site identified for 
development in Jordans would be for eight dwellings, which is insignificant set against 
a net housing need target for the Chiltern and South Bucks area of over 14,000 
homes16. This cannot be regarded as an exceptional circumstance. 

• No consideration of the options17 for the removal of Jordans from the Green Belt have 
been considered; for example, it would be possible to achieve the site identified for 
development in Jordans as a rural exception site while maintaining the village’s Green 
Belt status.  

• In July 2019 the government introduced a new policy that requires “compensatory 
improvements”18  when the release of Green Belt land for development is proposed. 
The Council has not identified any such improvements to compensate for the removal 
of Jordans from the Green Belt. 

 

3.3 Public comments on the proposal 
We estimate that about 500 public comments were made on the proposal to remove Jordans 
from the Green Belt, and that 99% of these oppose the proposal. Four of those supporting 
the proposal are from owners of plots between Beech Lane and Longbottom Lane.  
 
Chalfont St Giles Parish Council has also opposed the removal of Jordans from the Green Belt, 
but its submission floats the idea that the village could be divided into two, with the core 
being removed from the Green Belt, the outer areas retained in the Green Belt and the 
dividing line being down Seer Green Lane19. The properties on the south of Seer Green Lane 
have the same character and density of those on the north, and so presumably would also be 
excluded from the Green Belt under the Parish Council’s proposal. However the proposal to 
exclude the centre of Jordans from the Green Belt would still fail the Council’s test of having 
a defensible boundary because 80% of the new boundary would consist of field or garden 
hedges, which the Council has defined as “weaker’ and “unacceptable in NPPF terms” 20.     
 

4. As a result of the proposed alterations to the Green Belt boundary will Jordans and 
Seer Green become a single, connected urban area to the south of the village?  
We consider that this is an important question, and that there is a significant risk of 
coalescence between Jordans and Seer Green if the Jordans Green Belt designation is 
removed. In coming to this view, we have considered the following points. 
 

• The owners of the plots between Beech Lane and Longbottom Lane have shown 
considerable interest in subdividing their plots, as shown by their comments on the 
Local Plan. In 2018 the Council approved an application to split the plot of 

 
15 Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local  Government op cit para 136 
16 Chiltern and South Bucks District Councils. Draft Chiltern and South Bucks Local Plan 2036 – Publication 
Version. June 2019. Table LPb, page 53 
17 Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local  Government op cit para 137 
18 https://www.gov.uk/guidance/green-belt 
19 Troy Planning. Chiltern and South Bucks Local Plan representations. 22 August 2019. Para 3.12, page 7. 
20 Chiltern District Council and South Bucks District Council. Green Belt Assessment, part 2 update. April 2019, 
para 3.18, page 15 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/green-belt
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Rosemullion21 (which is on the corner of Wilton Lane and Longbottom Lane), although 
this has not yet been implemented. Hence if the Green Belt designation is removed, 
we expect that there will be strong pressure to develop housing along the north of 
Longbottom Lane. To judge by the type of development that has taken place already 
along Longbottom Lane, it is unlikely to be small affordable housing.  

• While these plots are subject to covenants that require the consent of Jordans Village 
Ltd (JVL) for development, the terms of these covenants are weaker on some plots 
than on others, and would be subject to legal challenge. In any case, we suggest that 
the strength or weakness of these covenants should not be a factor affecting public 
planning policy.  

• In the longer term we expect that the development along Longbottom Lane would 
lead to pressure to develop the south side of Longbottom Lane, and to remove Green 
Belt designation from the fields between Dean Wood Road and Two Parishes. Similar 
pressure would be put the field bounded by Longbottom Lane, Wilton Lane and 
Beaconsfield Golf Course. This field would become particularly attractive to 
developers because of its proximity to Seer Green and Jordans railway station (as has 
happened at Saunderton, for example).  

• The owners of plots between Copse Lane and Wilton Lane would also find the splitting 
of their plots financially attractive (although in some cases this would require the 
demolition of the existing property). Access would be available along an improved 
Wilton Lane (as has happened along Wilton Lane south of Jordans Lane). Four of these 
plots are owned directly by JVL, and the remainder have covenants that require 
consent from JVL. Again, we consider that public planning policy should not have to 
rely on covenants between third parties or on patterns of private land ownership. 

• In due course the development of Copse Lane would lead to pressure to develop 
Manor Farm Fields, which lie between Jordans and Seer Green. While the Council is 
not proposing to remove this area from the Green Belt at present, it is possible that 
the further erosion will be proposed in future plans, especially if the present proposals 
are approved by the Inspectors.  

 
We therefore conclude that the removal of the Green Belt designation from Jordans, as 
proposed by the Council, would lead to considerable development pressure on the land along 
Longbottom Lane and between Seer Green and Jordans. This would result in the merging of 
the two villages, with the loss of their very different characters and identity, as well as of a 
valued Chiltern landscape and a green environment. The Green Belt designation of Jordans 
therefore helps prevent the merging of Seer Green and Jordans, a valid purpose under the 
National Planning Policy Framework22. 
 
 
 
Jordans Village Ltd 
Robert Hall 
24 February 2020 

 
21 Application number PL/18/3117/FA 
22 Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local  Government op cit para 134 (b) 
 


